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This year on the occasion of International day of Peace (UN) and as we struggle to 

defeat COVID-19, Presenting our opinion is more important than ever. In these difficult times 

of physical distancing, this International Day of Peace will be dedicated to expressing and 

collecting ideas on Individual’s perception of peace. Keeping the same motto in mind the 

NSS Unit-E, GGSIPU NSS Cell at University Campus, Dwarka, New Delhi is organizing this 

event to spread Awareness and Promote the theme for the International Day of Peace 2020, 

which is “Shaping Peace Together.” 

We aim to celebrate this day by spreading compassion, kindness and hope in the 

face of the pandemic. We are delighted to share that we’re conducting a Photo Story Writing 

Competition on the topic: “IDEA OF PEACE”. The students are invited to unite and share 

thoughts on how to weather this storm, heal our planet and change it for the better.  

About the Competition 

“A picture is worth a thousand words.” Pictures depict a direct, truthful and bold 

connection with the viewer that tell the stories for those who have no voice. An image is as 

perceived as seen by the Individual according to his current state of mind and his past 

experiences. Thus, each and every person sees a different story in the photograph. The 

objective of this competition is to collectively appreciate the various kinds of ideas that are 

generated through coming together of various intellectual minds. This competition would 

provide a platform to the students to share and depict various series of images as shown in 

real-time. 

The competition aspires to provide a fun escape from the boredom and monotonous 

lifestyle that has developed during this pandemic. Also, not only this activity would help 

students to better understand their thinking process and appreciate others, it aims to a boost 

to students to explore their creative side and promote them to write further as well. The 

competition would also, along with all the above benefits at personal level, aims to unite the 
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individual and bring them together to celebrate and spread peace among themselves and 

the society. 

About Participation: 

All the participants will be shown a series of abstract photos each presenting the idea of 

peace. The participants would be required to depict those photos as per their understanding 

or thought process. In the end, expert would be sharing details of each photo and psycho-

analysis of depiction made by the students. 

Registration Link 

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeIW_vBwlMDSU4cCaStU3uh6

CvTzDlKZ3-d9WE35BMxT3i0Qw/viewform 

 

“No Registration Fee is required” 
“Winners will get the Prize (Voucher)” & “E-Certificate” to all 

Participants 
 

Student Coordinator: Ms. Apoorva Misra (8149907698)  
 

Hurry! Limited participation, first come first serve basis. 
 

Best Wishes for Healthy and Happy Times ahead, 
Team NSS Unit-E, GGSIPU 

 

                

(Dr. Gurujit Kumar)              (Prof. B.V. Ramana Reddy) 

Asstt. Professor, USLLS                Professor, USIC&T 
Prog. Officer Unit-E, GGSIPU NSS Cell                NSS Prog. Coordinator, GGSIPU NSS Cell 
 

Copy to: 

1. All Deans/Directors/Principals of USS/Affiliated Institutes with the request to inform all the 

students, faculty and office staff of their respective School/ Institute. (Through Email) 

2. All NSS Program Officers (USS & Affiliated Institutions), to inform all NSS Volunteers of their 

institute NSS Unit/s (Through Email) 

3. Controller of Finance (Through Email) 

4. AR to Hon’ble Vice Chancellor for kind info. of Hon’ble Vice Chancellor (Through Email) 

5. AR to Registrar for kind information of Hon’ble Vice Chancellor (Through Email) 

6. Head UITS with the request to please upload on the University website. (Through Email) 

7. Guard File 
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